
Dear Jim, 	
12/4/75 

This le off the top but there lan't time to put it together right. Fist off 

I wrote Jiemy so you wouldn't have to. An I eid I reelizee I'd hive to tell h'much 

more, if elliptically, to eeee him cool. I'd eilined to put everyteine together for 

No before he gets here next and to do a thorough analyeis of the papers we've gottob 

from the FBI. Bowyer, the way thinke are going axle given ho's and Johns sharpness 

I think looking ahead may be the moat i
mmediate of all. In east the past I've 

made 

hints of what I have in mind to you an. to Mo, who could do no more than sueeest he'd 

take what I have up. Be wan make no com
mitment, of course. 

John, who begins ae a good reporter, has been caking great progress and I am 

oertain in the course of it learning more all the time. What he has told me is partly 

in confidence and because I can't disti
nguish (I'm not as weary but I'm far fr

om back 

up) I'm keeping it all that way. Just take my word he has done very well and what it 

would have been impassible for m to have done. 

I expect in addition what on balance will be good
 and helpful stories. It in 

possible the Time= may want to do more. I can help them in this. In turn that will 

help Ray and doing soeething about the 
Bing assassination. 

By now ho and John probably know and ., hat is more important understand more about 

this than any other reporters. The Times has 
made an investment that as I see it earns 

for it at least a first turndown. Benefits to us are getting more of the truth out 

faster. To teem, journalistic accomplishaent. 

On our own we'll do all that in necessary in C.A.75-1996. But it will
 be harder 

and will take ue longer. I think timing in very import
ant in this. 3o, I'm going to 

make a formal proposal to Flo, an offer 
to join in this suit if the Times or ho or John 

as individuals want to. If they do they'd have an exolusive with enough time because 

under the law I eat first what then later becomes available to all. The of or advantaaes 

to them are my knowledge, my files 
and my big lead in being in court. This

 knotledge 

will be partly on paper today if not by
 eonday, I hope. it means what is st

ill withheld 

that in covered by the action and what 
in addition to what you'll think of we 

can add. 

With Green the judge and with what mho did to them in other FtIA cases I far the first 

time have this advriatage with )J and FBI. But with the Times joined in any way, then 

there will be, 1 think, a real internecine struggle in which the lawyers an the Agents 

will be more willing to give up what ha
s been sequestered. 

I'll wait several days for a decision and if it is negative, after 
their series 

appears will nnkt the proposal elsewhere. 

Ay feeling is that the way things are going and with what the Tines doesn't 

know but I'll explain to Mo, the Poet i
s off on another one they think will be

 btg 

ane the Times hue already blown, the Ti
tian may not want to stop with a couple

 of stories 

that merely blows the case. I think they might well want to be in a position to do what 

the Congre.eional committees have not yet done or cone to. 

I don't anticipate the possibility of a
ny of this being adverse to eay's inter

est. 

My one personal precondition would be t
hat xeetidual rights to welting not com

pletely 

public doeain with ue getting and their publiaging remain with me. te, another: the
 

reporters be No ands or John, too. I ha
ve worked with both and this is an impo

rtant 

factor. 

Don't expect it. nut unusual as it is, I t-ink the Times will realize that unities 

they are Joined in this the finks will leak everything in advance to its eonpetition,as 

we cUght them doing with me and CBS. g
ore because they'll have a batter chance of cone 

niag report-rs who are now lens informe
d. (Nobody has tumbled to what they ar

 doine of 

thin nature in the Rosenberg ease, not 
from what has been printed that I've se

en.) 

I 00e as a possibility also, wit: or without them, the possibility if not the 

probability of felony charges being fil
ed and considered ant a step toward sol

ving the 

d criee itself. If this would work 
I'm prepueod to go farther. hastily, 


